Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based model has been proposed for diagnosis of process mean shift. These are mainly generalized-based where only a single classifier was applied in the diagnosis of abnormal pattern. In this paper, we analyze the performance of a combined recognizer consisting of small-sized artificial neural networks on varying number of nodes in the hidden layer trained with Levenberg Marquardt and Quasi-Newton Algorithm. The results of our study illustrate the effectiveness of the combined recognizer and showed that combined recognizer performed better when number of hidden nodes is small, say, less than 15 in terms of recognition accuracies and mean square error as compared to the single recognizer. .
INTRODUCTION
In many quality control environments, the process seldom involves several quality characteristics which are usually correlated and require an appropriate technique to monitor these characteristics. The use of multiple univariate control charts would be ineffective for controlling the process as it ignores the correlation between the variables and thus required the use of multivariate statistical methods. Several multivariate control charts have been developed to monitor and control multivariate process. These include the multivariate Shewhart chart based on the Hotelling's T 2 statistic [8] , MEWMA charts [10, 19] , MCUSUM charts [4, 7and 22] and Minimax control charts [20] .
Monitoring and detecting mean shifts of multivariate process, though, can be achieved using multivariate control charts, the complexity of the control charts and the cross-correlation among variables make it difficult for analysis of out-ofcontrol signal as they always have difficulties in determining which variable or set of variables is (are) responsible for the signal when the process is out of control.
Different approaches have been developed by many researchers towards the detection and identification of abnormal process patterns. [1] proposed the univariate control chart with Bonferroni limits. [15] developed a method based on discriminant analysis to identify the out-of-control variables. He divided the complete set of variables into two subsets to determine which of the subsets is responsible for the out-of-control signal, but discriminating and knowing the subset suspected to be directly related to the cause of out-ofcontrol is subjective and depends on the practitioner. [13, 14] proposed the decomposition of T 2 statistic and showed that the interpretation of a signal from a T 2 statistic is greatly aided if the corresponding value is partitioned into independent parts. [5] It must be stated that limited research work was reported on the combined recognizer approach for pattern recognition as most of the existing ANN model for pattern recognition are mainly generalized-based where only a single classifier was applied in the diagnosis of abnormal pattern. However, it is recognized that in general, the use of combined classifiers instead of a single classifier leads to an increase in the overall recognition accuracy [17, 21] .Therefore further research on the combined recognizer towards pattern recognition is encouraged.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of a combined recognizer consisting of small-sized artificial neural networks on varying number of nodes in the hidden layer trained with Levenberg-Marquardt and Quasi-Newton Algorithm. The number of nodes was chosen empirically between 10 and 20 since there is no exact rule for chosen the number of nodes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the combined ANN recognition scheme. Section 3 describes the patterns and method of dataset generation. Section 4 to section 5 discusses combined ANN design, training, validation and testing. Section 6 is the results of study and discussions. Section 7 gives the conclusion
COMBINED ANN RECOGNITION SCHEME
A conceptual diagram of intended pattern recognition scheme is shown in figure 1 which consists of two phases. In Phase I, the multivariate statistical process control chart, precisely the Hotelling's T 2 statistic was utilized to perform process monitoring i.e. to detect an out-of-control signal. When the chart gives an out-of-control signal, the combined neural network was applied for performance diagnosis of the ANN recognizer in phase II. Raw data-based are employed in the ANN pattern recognition 
MODELLING OF BIVARIATE PROCESS PATTERNS

Data Generator
The type of dataset available for training, validation and testing of ANN in the detection and identification of process patterns has a strong influence on the performance of the pattern recognizer. Only when the model is trained through suitable and appropriate dataset can it acquire the ability to recognize the patterns of process mean vector. Ideally, the dataset ought to be obtained from real life manufacturing process environment. Since they are not economically available, there is need for the generation of process data through simulation. The common approach adopted by previous researchers to generate shift dataset is based on predefined model of [3, 6] . However, we simulate our dataset from bivariate normal distribution when the variables are correlated. The simulation was implemented using MATLAB software. The in-control mean is assumed to be a zero vector. The variance-covariance matrix is assumed to be scaled so as to have unit variance for all components. We restrict our work to the shift in process mean vector only. Let denotes the bivariate normal distribution with mean and variance where , for all i and for all where is the correlation value between the two variables in each pattern. The in-control mean is assumed to be a zero vector. A moderate correlation coefficient of 0.5 is used and the mean vector is shifted from zero to 1.5
DESIGN OF COMBINED ANN RECOGNIZER
This section describes the architecture of the proposed combined ANN scheme. The proposed method is similar to the recognition design of [16] but the generalized-based ANN was replaced by the multistructure neural network design proposed by [21] which has been shown to improve the accuracy of recognition. A multistructure neural network consists of a number of interconnected single structure neural networks which combine the strength of different recognition techniques of individual recognizer for monitoring and diagnosis. The number of nodes in the hidden layer of each neural network is selected empirically by varying the number of nodes between 10 and 20 for each of the training algorithm. In our design, two single structures each slightly different from one another (in terms of activation function and training algorithms) is employed so that they yield slightly different outputs to a given set of inputs (same inputs). Each individual neural network is first trained on the training dataset using two different training algorithms and activation function. A combining module (structure) then combine the output of the individual unit structure and select the best output as final result. Combining module (structure) could use averaging, voting (i.e. Plurality Voting, Majority Voting, Winners-TakeAll) and Bayesian method. However, in this study the averaging method due to [11] is used because it is simple, easier and efficient in terms of recognition accuracy The network is adjusted based on a comparison of the output and the target until the network output marches the target and the outputs were combined using the averaging method. The dataset were randomly allocated into training (80%), validation (10%) and testing (10%). Monitoring and diagnosis performance of the combined pattern recognizer is based on the recognition accuracy and mean square error of the individual and combined accuracies 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The diagnosis performance of the combined ANN is summarized in Table 1and Table 2 using the idea of [11] . Upon examining Table 1 , it was observed that recognition accuracy of ANN 1 trained with Levenberg (trainlm) is high when the number of nodes is small, however, for a moderate number of nodes the performance is low, for ANN 2 trained with scaled conjugate gradient (trainscg), the performance is almost the same for the varying number of nodes in the hidden layer. For the combined ANN, the performance is high for small hidden nodes, say less than 15. Similarly from Table 2 , the combined ANN gives the least mean square error for smaller hidden nodes compared with the individual ANN model for pattern recognition. Improvement in recognition accuracy of combined ANN for hidden nodes less than or equal to 15 indicates that pattern recognition using combined ANN exhibits a better diagnosis capability to accurately identify source of process mean shift especially for smaller number of nodes in the hidden layer. 
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the combined ANN recognizer on varying number of hidden nodes applied to pattern recognition of bivariate process mean shift. It shows that in the design of the combined recognizer, attention need to be drawn to the number of nodes in the hidden layer and reveals that for small number of hidden nodes, the combined ANN model performed better compared to individual model when trained with the same dataset. In the future, this work can be extended to investigate the effect of different dataset allocation in percentages and sample observations on the combined ANN for pattern recognition.
